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TIME EVENT LOCATION 

11:30 am Welcome to Olympia – Lunch provided 
Legislators from the 8th, 9th, 15th & 16th Districts invited 

 Leg Bldg, Room 112 

12:00 pm Senate Majority Coalition Caucus Leader 
Senator Mark Schoesler, 9th District 

12:15 pm House Leadership 
Representative Jeff Morris 
Representative Tarleton on behalf of House Speaker Chopp 

12:45 pm Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) 
Chris Reykdal 

1:00 pm Lieutenant Governor 
Cyrus Habib 

1:30 pm Developing a Workforce for a Clean Energy Future 
Senator Sharon Brown, 8th District 
Tom Yount, Atkins Company (Tri-Cities) 

1:50 pm Break 

2:15 pm Energy Issues & Other 2017 Hot Topics 
Representative Shelly Short, 7th District 

2:40 pm Finance and Appropriations 
Representative Terry Nealey, 16th District 

3:00 pm Group Delegation Photo  Capitol Rotunda 

3:15 pm Office Visits or Committee Hearings  Capitol Campus 

6:00 pm Tri-Cities Legislative Reception RL Hotel (Red Lion) 
Fir Ballroom 

Friday, February 10 

7:00 am Check Out of Hotel RL Hotel 

7:30 am Breakfast with 8th, 9th, and 16th Legislators RL Hotel – 
Peninsula Room 



 
 
 
 

 

 
2017 Legislative Session 
Issue Papers 
 
 

Capital Requests 
Higher Education 
The economic well-being and future of every community in Washington depends on a well-educated workforce. By 
2019, two-thirds of job openings in Washington will require at least one year of college education, with “higher skill” 
positions requiring baccalaureate or graduate degrees and many in “middle-skill” positions supported by community 
and technical colleges. The demand for individuals with post-secondary training continues to increase yet little has 
been accomplished to increase the number of students receiving training. At the same time, increasing tuition costs 
and declining public funding makes achieving degree goals for thousands of students more difficult. Increasing 
education funding to ensure we maintain and improve economic development opportunities while providing access 
to education is imperative. 

 
Investing in Energy Sciences for Economic Leadership in Washington 
TCLC recommends a one time, Washington State government investment of $8 million for the purchase of highly 
specialized scientific instruments that would be housed in a planned energy & material sciences facility at the 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL). Washington State’s investment would amplify the U.S. 
Department of Energy’s $89 million investment in the new facility. The State’s investment would enable 
Washington-based research institutions and firms to gain access to the new facility, its world class researchers, 
and suite of instrumentation.  

 
Manhattan National Park 
The Manhattan Project National Historical Park was created in November 2015 and is co-managed by the National 
Park Service (NPS) and the Department of Energy. The community requests Washington State’s support for much-
needed improvements to the B Reactor National Park entrance and main visitor access roadway.    This is necessary 
to further ready the park for the increased visitor activity that is already taking place. Support $2 million dollars 
for the B Reactor National Park entry.  The project would complete repair or replacement of the road from the 
park entrance to the B Reactor, which is currently used to support about 15,000 visitors each year. Establish 
highway directional signs, designated bus and visitor parking, as well as space for future park concessionaires.   

 
Tourism 
Washington State must position itself to capitalize on the tremendous economic benefits that tourism brings. In 
an effort to replace the loss of state funds and staff to support tourism, the Washington State Tourism Alliance 
has been formed, but some support from the state is still necessary. 

 
Operating Budget Requests 
Local Revitalization Financing and Economic Development  
The Tri-Cities has seen consistent population and economic growth over the last two decades.  The population 
of the Tri-Cities MSA is well over 250,000.  The following is a list of immediate economic development needs 
facing our region: support the reauthorization of Local Revitalization Financing (LRF);  support Port of Pasco’s 
request for the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) to sell 445 acres of land within the Urban Growth Area 
(UGA) to ensure industrial development of the property; TCLC supports the Department of Commerce proposed 
legislation updated and revising the CERB statue;  establish new and provide the broadest application of existing 
tax incentives to promote economic development and infrastructure expansion; reinstate Research and 
Development tax credit to be competitive when recruiting new companies; and support development of the 
Manhattan National Park. 

 



 
 
Policy Papers - No Budget Impact 
Clean Energy Future 
Washington’s economy has been built on abundant, reliable and low cost electric energy. Much of this is the 
result of clean, low cost non-carbon emitting hydropower. However, the state’s low cost energy and its economy 
are being threatened by policies that implement goals for reducing carbon emissions and mandate more costly, 
alternative energy resources. Renewable and alternative energy sources which do not emit greenhouse gas 
emissions play an important role in diversifying the state’s energy portfolio but impacts to consumer electric 
rates, the economy, and reliability of the electric system must be considered when evaluating energy policies. 

 
EVITA 
The Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Transportation Alliance (EVITA) is leading the way to advocate for sustainable 
electric transportation infrastructure by promoting public/private partnerships to develop electric vehicle (EV) 
charging stations within the Tri Cities and surrounding area.  EVITA has been formed to create alliances with the 
private sector along with local, state and federal agencies to install electric vehicle charging stations. This strategic 
partnership will address the challenges and barriers of the availability of public EV charging stations 
 
Department of Natural Resources Lands within Urban Growth Areas 
The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) land management and acquisition practices within Urban Growth 
Areas (UGA) are in direct conflict with the intent of the Growth Management Act. DNR should be required to 
manage their land in accordance with locally adopted land use plans and should proactively work with local 
government to ensure that DNR properties are served with the necessary infrastructure and marketed 
appropriately to encourage development in line with local land use plans.  In interest of transparent government, 
DNR should be required to consult with local governments in the areas it plans to acquire property, noting the 
details of the acquisition, DNR’s planned use of the property, and outlying the impacts of those acquisitions. 
 

Ongoing Issues 
Cyber Security 
Cyber security is a problem for Washington State, yet the regional cyber event monitoring that currently exists is 
about to go away. Before it does, the progress that has been made through the Public Regional Information 
Security Event Monitoring (PRISEM) pilot that was launched by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
in 2008 should be leveraged to continue this type of activity. There is a strong desire to build a state-wide 
platform to enhance cyber response and recovery.  

 
Improve the State’s General Business Climate 
The three major issues affecting small business are minimum wage, carbon regulation and tax increases.  Despite 
good intentions, these proposals to policy changes have devastating unintended consequences that harm the 
business climate in the state.  Oppose legislation that: 1) increases state or local minimum wages to 
unsustainable levels that are inconsistent with the cost of living in our community; 2) increases the B&O tax 
that makes Washington State less competitive; 3) surpasses federal carbon standards, and 4) creates 
uncertainty and drives manufacturing jobs out of Washington. 
 

Regional Transportation Priorities 
Maintain and improve the Tri-Cities and statewide transportation system by fully implementing the 2015 
Connecting Washington Transportation package.  Appropriate funding as planned in the 2015 package for the 
following projects: Duportail Bridge in Richland, Lewis Street Railroad Overpass Project in Pasco, Red Mountain 
Transportation Project, and the US395/Ridgeline Grade Separation Improvements. 

 
Water Policy 
Support legislation to allow main stem Columbia-Snake River water right holders to retain annual operations and 
maintenance conservation savings for new seasonal use; re-address the water right “relinquishment” provisions 
under the current water code (RCW 90.14) by changing the definition of “beneficial use” to reflect the peak-year 
use of a water right during the past 15- 20 year history of a water right; and  support continuing solutions for 
utilizing Columbia River water to relieve the Odessa sub-area aquifers. 
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HIGHER EDUCATION 
 

TCLC POSITION  
Columbia Basin College (CBC):  By 2019, two-thirds of job openings in Washington will require at least 
one year of college education, many in “middle-skill” positions supported by community and technical 
colleges.  TCLC supports CBC and the community and technical college system by advocating for: 

 Additional funds for STEM, MESA  and Adult Basic Ed enrollments to strengthen the 

workforce;  

 Legislative request to lift sunset of Washington Customized Training Program; 

 Add funding for the State Need Grant; 

 Funding for proven programs of intrusive advising to keep students on graduation track; and  

 Increased funds for Student Achievement Initiative-CTC’s performance-based funding model. 

Increased higher education funding to maintain and improve economic development opportunities is 
a must to provide access to affordable higher education. 
 

Washington State University Tri-Cities (WSU-TC) is the only public four-year institution serving the 
south-central region of the State.  Adequate budget support is necessary to maintain affordable access 
to higher education, including continued stabilization of tuition rates. TCLC advocates for support of 
enrollment growth at all WSU campuses as quickly as funding allows, emphasizing freshman and 
transfer admissions and increasing enrollments in graduate programs.  TCLC supports the WSU & WSU-
TC’s request for: 

 The Elson S. Floyd College of Medicine will increase access for Tri-Cities students by 
expanding capacity and pursuing the creation of new Graduate Medical Education 
residencies.  TCLC supports WSU’s request for $10.8 million in the 2017-19 state operating 
budget to support 60 first year and 60 second year students for the community-based Elson 
S. Floyd College of Medicine. 

 WSU Tri-Cities Academic Building is the highest campus priority.  The pre-design study 
identified a need for 145,000 gross square feet.  Construction is to be phased into three 
modules.  The first of 40,000 square feet will accommodate STEM teaching laboratories for 
first and second year students.  TCLC supports the $3 million 2017-19 biennium request for 
design of Phase I of the WSU Tri-Cities Academic Building.   

 TCLC is requesting consideration of an additional $3M in this biennium to complete design 
of the remaining 100,000 square feet recommended in the pre-design study.  Designing the 
remainder of the building now will result in a near equal $3M cost avoidance in future years.
  

AT ISSUE  
The economic well-being and future of every community depends on a well-educated workforce. Due 
to the economic crisis from which the State of Washington continues to emerge, we need to keep 
education on the forefront for state funding.  Increasing higher education funding will help ensure we 
maintain and improve economic development opportunities and provide access to affordable higher 
education for our citizens.  



 
 
 
 

INVESTING IN ENERGY SCIENCES FOR ECONOMIC LEADERSHIP IN WASHINGTON 
 

TCLC POSITION 
 TCLC recommends a one time, Washington State government investment of $8 million for the 

purchase of highly specialized scientific instruments that would be housed in a planned energy & 
material sciences facility at the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL).  

 Washington State’s investment would amplify the U.S. Department of Energy’s $89 million 
investment in the new facility. The State’s investment would enable Washington-based research 
institutions and firms to gain access to the new facility, its world class researchers, and suite of 
instrumentation.  

 

AT ISSUE 
PNNL, in Richland, WA, anticipates an $89 million investment from the U.S. Department of Energy 
beginning in 2018 to build an energy and materials sciences facility that will serve as a national center 
for research and innovation in the energy and materials sciences.  In coming decades, emerging 
advances in materials for energy will transform society with new energy and transportation 
technologies, and will serve as a major engine for the development of a 21st century manufacturing 
workforce in the United States.  
 
The Tri-Cities Legislative Council, with the strong support of the University of Washington (UW) and 
Washington State University (WSU), recommends an additional $8 million Washington State 
investment in the new PNNL facility.  This investment would fund the purchase of a unique combination 
of highly specialized microscopes, and facilitate innovative collaborations among Washington research 
institutions and companies, which would have access to these one-of-a-kind capabilities.  The research 
and technological development performed at the new Richland-based facility would directly support 
Washington State’s economic, environmental, and energy security goals. 
 

BACKGROUND 
The Washington State Legislature has long recognized that energy and materials science & technology 
present major, long-term economic opportunities.  Through legislation and investment decisions over 
the past decade, the Legislature has acted to leverage the collective capabilities of its public research 
institutions to position the State as a national and international leader in these areas.  The investment 
proposed here would support several previous ones.  For example: 
 

 In 2005, the State funded the WSU-PNNL Bio-products, Sciences & Engineering Laboratory 
(BSEL) to advance research in domestically-sourced biofuels; 

 In 2015, it created the Joint Center for Deployment Research in Earth-Abundant Materials 
(JCDREAM), a WSU-UW-PNNL partnership founded to spur the development of advanced 
energy and transportation technologies, and to position Washington State as a hub for 
innovation and manufacturing in these areas; 

 The Center for Advanced Materials and Clean Energy Technology (CAMCET) currently in 
development at UW, will be a state-supported hub for learning, research, prototyping and 
commercialization of clean technology ideas.  
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MANHATTAN NATIONAL PARK 
 

TCLC POSITION 
Support $2 million dollars for the B Reactor National Park entry.  The project would complete repair or 
replacement of the road from the park entrance to the B Reactor, which is currently used to support about 
15,000 visitors each year. Establish highway directional signs, designated bus and visitor parking, as well as 
space for future park concessionaires.   
 

AT ISSUE 
The Manhattan Project National Historical Park was created in November 2015 and is co-managed by the 
National Park Service (NPS) and the Department of Energy. The community requests Washington State’s 
support for much-needed improvements to the B Reactor National Park entrance and main visitor access 
roadway.    This is necessary to further ready the park for the increased visitor activity that is already 
taking place.  
 

BACKGROUND 
B Reactor tours have been conducted for more than 10,000 visitors per year.  Visitor numbers have been 
limited by the amount of funding DOE has been able to put toward the tour program, and the fact that 
DOE had required visitors to be at least twelve years old.  With the creation of the B Reactor Park, DOE 
was able to eliminate the age requirement and the facility is now open to visitors of any age with no 
badges required.   
 
The 2016 tour season has been extended to run from April to November and includes about 14,000 tour 
seats.  There has been tremendous interest from local and regional schools, asking for classroom 
materials, guest speakers, and tours of the B Reactor.  About 2,000 kids have toured the facility in 2016.   
Today, tours are offered by DOE in partnership with NPS, six days a week from April through November.  
Both the B Reactor tour and the Pre-War tour take about four hours.  The new park entry and road work 
help pave the way for future private vehicle access to B Reactor, and would form a very distinct western 
entry point for the park that ensures traffic will not interfere with the ongoing Hanford cleanup mission.  
Having a focus on today’s science for visitors of all ages (e.g. virtual reality experiences) helps further 
brand Washington State as a leader in technology development. 
 
National Park Service brings a strong brand to the park and recognition to the state.  This requires that we 
work together to do more to support the Hanford unit of the national park, which also includes four pre-
war historic facilities that tell the story of tribal use, euro-American settlement, and the birth of the 
agriculture economy in Eastern Washington. Some potential visitor estimates for the Hanford unit of the 
park top 100,000 per year.  NPS has stated that the interest in the Manhattan Project story is very strong, 
and that the Hanford unit is by far the most accessible and park-ready of the three Manhattan Project 
park sites.  With the state’s help, our community seeks to provide the base infrastructure to accommodate 
the needs of visitors.  There are in kind, private dollars and federal dollars also being raised for facilities, 
natural habitat, and creating places adjacent to the park facilities for recreation.   
 
Already, the limited annual DOE tours are having a positive impact on the local economy. Visit Tri Cities 
estimates that the 10,000 annual B Reactor visitors are adding about $2 million to the local economy.  
With some added infrastructure as described, the National Park can become a major draw for visitors who 
– based on the length of the tours – are very likely to stay in the Tri Cities as part of their trip and can take 
advantage of local wineries, other area museums, golf, LIGO, the REACH and USS Triton Sail Park.    



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

TOURISM 
 

TCLC POSITION 
 The Tri-Cities Legislative Council (TCLC) supports the uses of local lodging tax and tourism 

promotion area statutes as passed in the 2013 legislative session, based on the premise that 
tax and tourism promotion area assessments should be invested on activities that result in increased 
visitor spending. 

 The recently passed legislation includes the requirement that those entities that fund projects 
using hotel-motel tax must provide reports outlining the benefits of the programs for tourism. Our 
position is that 
this reporting requirement may need to be revised in the future but that in the short term it is an 
agreeable solution for monitoring the use of hotel-motel tax expenditures. 

 We continue to support the US Travel Association’s and Destination Marketing Association 
International’s definition of a tourist as “One  person  on  a  trip  away  from  home  overnight  in  
paid  accommodations or on a day or overnight trip to places 50 miles or more [one-way] away 
from home for business or pleasure.” 

 TCLC supports the efforts and funding of The Washington State Tourism Alliance, 501 (c)(6) 
corporation that has been formed to promote Washington State as a preferred destination for 
travelers from throughout the United States and world-wide. Washington State ranks 50 out of 50 
states for funding the promotion of tourism and is the only state in the country that does not 
financially support tourism. 

 TCLC supports the concerns of the statewide tourism and related industry associations regarding 
the long- term impacts to the industry due to the current lack of funding to promote statewide tourism. 

 TCLC supports a budget initiative that would provide state sponsored funding for a tourism 
marketing effort that has broad-based, financial participation from the private sector tourism 
industry with a governing body that has at least three voting Board positions representing 
regional Washington State Destination Marketing Organizations of diverse geographic 
representations. 

 TCLC supports Vista Arts Center $2 million grant request to the Department of Commerce. 
 

AT ISSUE 
Washington State must position itself to capitalize on the tremendous economic benefits that tourism brings. 
In an effort to replace the loss of state funds and staff to support tourism, the Washington State Tourism 
Alliance has been formed, but some support from the state is still necessary. 

 

BACKGROUND 
The tourism industry in Washington State employs 155,000 people, creates $5 billion in earnings (payroll), 
generates total direct visitor spending of $17.6 billion, produces $1.1 billion in state and local tax revenue, 
and touches our communities in countless other ways. Hotels, meeting facilities, attractions, restaurants, 
cultural institutions, tour companies and transportation providers are among the local businesses greatly 
impacted by travel to Washington State. TCLC shares concerns of the Washington State Tourism Alliance 
about the long term impacts due to lack of funding to promote tourism. We look forward to the development 
of a tourism industry business plan that can be reviewed, endorsed and supported by the stakeholders and 
the state. 
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LOCAL REVITALIZATION FINANCING AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
 
TCLC POSITION 
The follow is a list of immediate economic development needs facing our region: 

 Support the reauthorization of Local Revitalization Financing (LRF).  

 Support Port of Pasco’s request for the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) to 
sell 445 acres of land within the Urban Growth Area (UGA) to ensure industrial 
development of the property.  

 TCLC supports the Department of Commerce proposed legislation updated and 
revising the CERB statue.  

 Establish new and provide the broadest application of existing tax incentives to 
promote economic development and infrastructure expansion. 

 Reinstate Research and Development tax credit to be competitive when recruiting 
new companies. 

 Support development of the Manhattan National Park. 
 
 
AT ISSUE 
The Tri-Cities has seen consistent population and economic growth over the last two 
decades.  The population of the Tri-Cities MSA is well over 250,000. The sustained economic 
growth comes from a persistent approach to economic development. The Tri-Cities has 
successfully utilized the limited number of economic development tools available in 
Washington State. In fact two of the successful Local Revitalization Funding (LRF) projects 
are located in the Tri-Cities, one in Kennewick and the other in Richland.   
 
So what’s the problem?  Our region seeks continued support for existing companies to 
expand and new ones to grow.  The Tri-Cities region needs to invigorate its business climate 
and capitalize on opportunities with investment in economic development and 
infrastructure.  Partnerships and publicly owned infrastructure are critical aspects of many 
economic development projects within our community, and private investment often 
cannot move ahead without it.  As the need for public-private partnerships continues to 
grow, access to economic development tools, like LRF and CERB, along with industry tax 
credits are necessary for local governments to leverage their investment in partnership with 
the State to private sector investments, increasing employment opportunities and tax 
revenues, while diversifying the local economy to make it more resilient.    
 
The inability to apply for CERB dollars due to impacts from Hanford and the wage criteria 
make LRF a critical program to support the demand and growth for our region.   
 

 



 

 

A CLEAN ENERGY FUTURE 
 

TCLC POSITION 
 Support legislation that updates the Energy Independence Act (EIA) to change the 

unintended consequences of the Act since its passage in 2006. 
o Allow incremental power generated as a result of efficiency improvements at federal 

hydroelectric facilities to count towards a utilities EIA requirements. 
o Modernize the EIA to align the timing of target compliance with the need to purchase new 

energy when necessary to serve load using technology neutral resources.  

 Include nuclear energy, specifically small modular nuclear reactors (SMRs), as part of any 
future state energy strategy designed to promote generation from carbon-free resources. 

 Ensure adequate growth in carbon free electricity production keeps up with the increased 
demand and doesn’t compromise the reliability of the electric grid, while protecting 
Washington's low electric rates. 

 Incentivize conservation --the lowest cost resource and most effective for the environment. 
 Policies should complement, not compete with each other to achieve carbon reduction, 

promote renewable resources, energy, and new energy technologies. 

 Support electrification of transportation, as transportation is the leading producer of 
carbon emissions in Washington State.  

 
AT ISSUE 
Washington’s economy has been built on abundant, reliable and low cost electric energy. Much of this 
is the result of clean, low cost hydropower, which provides as much as 85% of the wholesale power for 
the Tri-Cities utilities. However, the state’s low cost energy and its economy are being threatened by 
policies that implement goals for reducing carbon emissions and mandate more costly, alternative 
energy resources. 

 
Renewable and alternative energy sources which do not emit greenhouse gas emissions, play an 
important role in diversifying the state’s energy portfolio. However, it must be a priority to consider 
the impacts to consumer electric rates, the economy, and reliability of the electric system when 
evaluating energy policies. 

 

BACKGROUND 
Passed in 2006, the EIA requires utilities to invest in renewable resources and to achieve cost-effective 
conservation. The EIA needs to be updated in order to provide the utilities the flexibility to mitigate 
rising costs and protect customer rates while continuing to make common sense investments in 
renewables, technology neutral resources, and conservation. In addition to the EIA, utilities and their 
customers are impacted by the Clean Air Rule in Washington State. New carbon reduction efforts are 
an addition to renewable requirements that already exist under the EIA.  Although current and proposed 
policies and initiatives are well-intended, they often cross purpose to one another at the expense of the 
economy and consumers. 
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DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES LANDS WITHIN URBAN GROWTH AREAS  
 

TCLC POSITION 
 Department of Natural Resources (DNR) land management and acquisition practices within Urban Growth 

Areas (UGA) are in direct conflict with the intent of the Growth Management Act. DNR should be required 
to manage their land in accordance with locally adopted land use plans. 

 DNR should proactively work with local government to ensure that DNR properties are served with the 
necessary infrastructure and marketed appropriately to encourage development in-line with local land use 
plans. This should include developing timelines for development and alternative disposition strategies.  

 In interest of transparent government, DNR should be required to consult with local governments in the 
areas it plans to acquire property, noting the details of the acquisition, DNR’s planned use of the property, 
and outlying the impacts of that acquisition. 

 

 

AT ISSUE 
The Department of Natural Resources (DNR) manages state lands for many purposes, one of which is to 
produce revenue to fund K-12 education. Because of this overarching mission, DNR is motivated to retain and 
acquire lands, even when those activities are not in concert with the local communities planning efforts under 
Washington State’s Growth Management Act or in the best interest of the local community. 

A prominent example of this conflict is in Pasco, Washington where DNR owns over 1200 acres of land within 
Pasco’s UGA. These lands are generating lease revenues through agricultural leases for DNR, but under the 
City of Pasco’s Land Use Plan, these areas are planned for residential, commercial and industrial growth. In 
most cases, DNR’s leasing policies and attitudes towards land use planning make appropriate development of 
these lands nearly impossible.  

 In west Pasco, DNR was successful in auctioning off 230 acres of land for residential development, but this 
was only after years of pressure by the City of Pasco that finally led to action by the Legislature, directing 
DNR to auction the land. DNR is retaining some adjacent land that it will attempt to lease for commercial 
development, though leasing is held in strong disfavor by the private sector and will likely increase the 
development timeline by decades, resulting in decreased tax revenues for the local community and the 
State. 

 DNR recently acquired an additional 450 acres of land designated for industrial development within 
Pasco’s UGA with no local notice. The Port was interested in acquiring the land for industrial development 
per the City’s comprehensive plan and had been in discussion with the City to determine the appropriate 
provision for utility services per the Growth Management Act. Initially DNR intended to keep the property 
under a long-term farming lease, though has shown some interest in working with the Port of Pasco to sell 
a portion of the land, though the process has been slow.  

 In the final case, DNR owns 640 acres of industrially zoned development property within Pasco’s city limits 
that it intends to maintain in agricultural production. The City is faced with the costly effort of de-annexing 
this land and relying on further UGA expansion to meet its industrial development needs. 

DNR action within urban areas has served to create pressure on local communities to expand into rural areas, 
directly opposing the goal of the Growth Management Act to limit urban sprawl. These actions impact the 
ability of local governments to effectively plan, confidently develop infrastructure, diversify their local tax 
base, and provide for private sector investments to grow their economies. DNR policies and practices should 
reflect the intent of the Growth Management Act and Washington State’s desire for transparent government.   
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EVITA  
(ELECTRICAL VEHICLE INFRASTRUCTURE TRANSPORTATION ALLIANCE) 

  

TCLC POSITION  
The Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Transportation Alliance (EVITA) is leading the way to advocate for sustainable electric 

transportation infrastructure by promoting public/private partnerships to develop electric vehicle (EV) charging stations 
within the Tri Cities and surrounding area. This effort is sponsored by the Mid-Columbia Energy Initiative (MCEI), an 

industry collaboration effort coordinated through the Tri-City Development Council (TRIDEC) and spearheaded by Energy 

Northwest. Local utilities include Benton PUD, Franklin PUD, Richland Energy Services, and Benton Rural Electric 
Association. 
 

AT ISSUE 
EVITA has been formed to create alliances with the private sector along with local, state and federal agencies to install 

electric vehicle charging stations. This strategic partnership will address the challenges and barriers of the availability of 

public EV charging stations. This alliance will: 

• Pursue public-private partnerships: build a coalition of public agencies and private businesses that will support, 

and in some cases fund, electric vehicle charging stations including pursuing grants, incentives and other funding 

opportunities. 

 Support carbon reduction efforts: be an advocate for legislation that includes electrification of transportation 

which is the leading carbon emissions emitter in the state of Washington.   

• Identify key locations: build on the success of tourism routes and other highly traveled routes in eastern 

Washington.  
 

BACKGROUND 

Statewide, transportation is a leading source of carbon dioxide emissions. This growing concern coupled with fluctuating 
gas prices, advancements in battery technology, and federal incentives have led to an increased interest in electric 
vehicles. EVITA’s strategy to reduce carbon emissions focuses on the widespread adoption of EVs and the growing need 
for support infrastructure – specifically in eastern Washington and routes to the greater Seattle area. 
 
Through education, partnerships and smart infrastructure, EVITA will help facilitate electric vehicle and clean energy 
adoption.   
• The State’s electric utility sector is one of the cleanest in the country, largely due to our vast “zero-carbon” 

hydroelectric resources. Powering our vehicles with locally-produced clean, renewable energy will help drive 

down Washington’s transportation carbon footprint.  

• The Tri-Cities area has been identified as an underserved electric vehicle corridor by the Washington State 

Department of Transportation due to the lack of high speed DC Fast Charging stations.  

• The Tri-Cities area is a leader in energy production, research and development, as well as other energy-related 

matters.  This effort will further brand our communities and our state as energy leaders.  

• While conservation programs have been very successful in reducing energy loads, EV’s increased loads enable the 

utility to spread its fixed costs over a larger base resulting in lower electric rates that benefit all utility customers.   



 

 

 

CYBER SECURITY 

TCLC POSITION 
TCLC requests the support of the Governor and Legislature of cyber security policies that leverage and enhance 
prior government investments to: 

 Establish an effective research and development program in Washington State that addresses the key 
challenges to enhancing cyber security of public infrastructures. 

 Develop a public, open-source option for monitoring the internet feeds, identify attacks, enable protective 
actions, and capture forensic data. 

 Build robust user community, translate success to economic protection and growth, communicate 
and share approaches for national benefit. 

 Develop and implement replicable, easy-to-operate legal and policy structures and standards that can 
readily accommodate and recruit participation of public and private stakeholders. 

 Develop replicable economic and business infrastructure aligned with DHS framework and leveraging 
existing investments. 

 Leverage and enhance National Guard/Army Reserve teams for public sector cyber vulnerability 
assessments, with the goal to transition to newly developed cyber practitioners. 

 Develop a robust, elite internship pipeline with academia, business, and industry statewide; train and 
deploy transitioning Veterans as cyber practitioners. 

 

AT ISSUE 
Cyber security is a problem for Washington State, yet the regional cyber event monitoring that currently exists is about 
to go away. Before it does, the progress that has been made through the Public Regional Information Security Event 
Monitoring (PRISEM) pilot that was launched by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) in 2008 should be 
leveraged to continue this type of activity. There is a strong desire to build a state-wide platform to enhance cyber 
response and recovery. Additionally, requests continuously come in from new regional customers, others states 
interested in replicating methods, and other critical infrastructures such as dams. 

 

The future vision is to expand regional cyber monitoring by building a state-wide, open-source technology platform that 
enables rapid detection, characterization, and protected information sharing to enhance cyber response and recovery. 
In the years ahead, these efforts will establish a cohesive and fully-sustainable enterprise that will be repeatable and 
affordable and increase the capacity of state, local, tribal, and territorial government to detect and respond to 
compromises of cyber assets. As a result, Washington State will lead the nation in creating an exceptional and replicable 
Information Sharing and Analysis Organization to share state- and nation-wide. 

 
BACKGROUND 
In 2008, the U.S. Department of Homeland Security Science and Technology Directorate launched the PRISEM pilot. 
PRISEM is a cyber-security monitoring system that enables security event detection for local governments in the 
Puget Sound Region. The system expanded through a number of small grants to encompass seven cities and 
counties, six maritime ports, two energy utilities, and SeaTac airport. A CRADA was executed with the U.S. 
Computer Emergency Readiness Team to exchange indicators of compromise. PRISEM integrated with analysts at 
the Washington State Fusion Center (WSFC), the region’s information sharing “broker” using regional monitoring 
to investigate and identify security issues—the only such system in the United States. PRISEM demonstrated the 
ability to provide anomaly detection by several municipalities and businesses in the Puget Sound region, supplying 
situational awareness regarding the threat surface of a region. 
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IMPROVE THE STATE’S GENERAL BUSINESS CLIMATE 
 

TCLC POSITION 
Support legislation to: 
 Lower the unemployment insurance tax on employers. 
 Streamline the regulatory burden imposed on Washington businesses. 
 Reduce the amount of time it takes to resolve L&I claims and penalty violations. 
 Incorporate a training wage that encourages work-based training opportunities and 

create workforce- training opportunities to improve economic and career success for 
low-income youth and adults. 

 
Oppose legislation that: 
 Increases the state or local minimum wage to unsustainable levels that are inconsistent 

with the cost of living in our community. 
 Increases the Business and Occupation Tax that makes Washington State less competitive 

when recruiting new businesses. 
 Surpasses the federal carbon standards, creates uncertainty and drives 

manufacturing jobs out of Washington. 
 

AT ISSUE 
Even though the Seattle metropolitan economy is strong, the rest of Washington is still struggling to 
recover from the most recent economic crisis. Policymakers and state officials are debating changes that 
will affect business for many years to come. The three major issues affecting small business confidence 
are minimum wage, carbon regulation and tax increases. Despite good intentions, these proposals to 
policy changes have devastating un-intended consequences that harm the business climate in the state. 

 

BACKGROUND 
Business competitiveness in the Tri-Cities depends, to a large extent, on the state’s overall business climate 
and competitiveness nationally. A wide array of issues decided in Olympia determines how well the 
economy will fare in our region.  According to the Association of Washington Business (AWB) 
Competitiveness Redbook, Washington has the 7th highest unemployment insurance taxes in the nation.  
CNBC also ranks Washington 28th in terms of the cost of doing business.  In addition, the passage of 
Initiative 1433 of 2016 ensures Washington will continue to have one of the highest minimum wages in 
the nation. 

 
The TCLC believes that legislation and public policy should promote healthy, free market economy that 
empowers the public sector to innovate and invest in the state’s economy and brings the greatest value 
to the environment and taxpayers. The state should also enhance the economic viability for small business 
through initiatives that advocate for the small business community, facilitates economic development and 
creates the right, thriving business climate. 
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REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION PRIORITIES 
 

TCLC POSITION 
Appropriate funding as planned in the 2015 package for the following projects (alphabetical order): 

 Duportail Bridge in Richland to improve safety, reduce congestion, and increase connectivity for 
economic development, emergency responders, bikes, pedestrians and transit between the 
expanding south Richland commercial area and the central core redevelopment zone of Richland.  
The Connecting Washington Account of the 2015 package includes $20 million, available in the 
2017-2019 biennium, out of $38 million needed to construct the project.  The City’s 2017 budget 
includes a blueprint for full project funding to support the beginning of construction at the end of 
2017.  The project is scheduled for a 30-month construction period, with final completion planned 
for mid-2020. 

 Lewis Street Railroad Overpass Project in Pasco, a shovel ready project to replace the aging 
railroad-undercrossing.  If the current structure fails and the rail lines are severed, it will interrupt 
a route of national significance for Homeland Security and BNSF.  Design, environmental reviews, 
and right of way are all complete, as is demolition of some nearby structures that needed to be 
removed to make way for the project.  The Connecting Washington Account includes $15 million, 
available beginning in the 2019 – 2021 biennium, out of an estimated $31 million needed to 
construct the project.  The City of Pasco is exploring strategies to complete the project funding. 

 Phase 1 of the Red Mountain Transportation Project, which improved the Benton City interchange, 
received $4.1 million from the Connecting Washington Account is complete.  For Phase 2 of the 
project, the new Red Mountain Interchange, the WSDOT and the Benton Franklin Council of 
Government is working with the Federal Highway Administration on getting the access approval. 
Phase 2 will receive $13.8 million in 2017-2019 and $10.5 in 2019-2021, in which design, right of 
way acquisition and construction will be completed.   

 US395/Ridgeline Grade Separation Improvements will construct a safe, full access grade-separated 
intersection in an area of high speed, on a 5% grade, with high 30% truck traffic.  The current at-
grade intersection in this expanding area of the City is limited access. The project is funded in the 
Connecting Washington Account at $15M, with a total project cost estimated at $21M (local share 
of $6M).  The project supports and maintains the robust economic development at Southridge and 
provides vital infrastructure for the light industrial and commercial expansion adjacent to I-82 and 
US 395.  Trios Hospital, the Washington State Patrol, numerous medical facilities, hotel properties, 
and Southridge High School also utilize this access. The City and WSDOT are partnering on the 
project, with the City leading the current 30% design effort, including environmental, alternatives 
analysis, and Right-of-Way acquisition.  Full design will be completed in the 2017-2019 biennium.  
WSDOT will take the lead during the construction phase, scheduled for the 2019-2021 biennium. 

 

AT ISSUE  
Maintain and improve the Tri-Cities and statewide transportation system by fully implementing the 2015 
Connecting Washington Transportation package.  An efficient transportation system is key to ensuring 
the region continues to be a hub for local, national, and international commerce.  



 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

WATER POLICY 

TCLC POSITION 
Support legislation to: 
 Allow main stem Columbia-Snake River water right holders to retain annual operations and maintenance 

conservation savings for new seasonal use. 

 Re-address the water right “relinquishment” provisions under the current water code (RCW 90.14) by 
changing the definition of “beneficial use” to reflect the peak-year use of a water right during the past 15- 
20 year history of a water right. 

 Support continuing solutions for utilizing Columbia River water to relieve the Odessa sub-area aquifers. 
 Create achievable water quality standards. Overly aggressive and arbitrary rules hurt prospective business 

and create huge regulatory barriers for companies currently operating that already are meeting and/or 
exceeding environmental regulation standards for responsible corporate stewardship. 

 Washington’s WAC173-531a provides a framework for establishment and protection of water rights in the 
mid-Columbia region. The current version of the act sunsets in 2020, and there is an opportunity now to 
update and extend the act to better serve in the future. 

 

Support a Columbia River water resources management policy that: 

 Implements fully the Voluntary Regional Agreement between the Columbia-Snake River Irrigators 
Association (CSRIA) and the Washington State Department of Ecology. 

 Supports a new Columbia River water right for the Kennewick Irrigation District, allowing for diversion 
point changes from the Yakima River. 

 Supports the State’s Water Conservancy Boards to authorize water right changes and transfers in their 
State designated areas. 

 Support private sector funding for water conservation measures and the use of private sector capital for 
access to the Lake Kachees dead storage, for new irrigation supply, for the Yakima Basin. 

 Supports actions for by the Office of Columbia River-Ecology for permitting new municipal & industrial 
water rights; and allowing for new irrigation rights. 

 

    Support the Lower Snake River Dams 

 The low cost, reliable hydro power provides one of the few competitive advantages for Northwest food 
processing giants such as Simplot, Twin City Foods and Reser’s Fine Foods.  They are among some of the 
major employers in our region who are here because of the carbon-free, low-cost hydroelectric system that 
fuels their business needs. 

 The navigation and lock system moves 9 million tons of cargo worth $3 billion every year.  

 It would take 2 nuclear, 3 coal-fired or 6 gas-fired plants to replace the power generated by the lower Snake 
River dams. 

 The Columbia-Snake hydro system is the world leader in fish passage technology, but it cannot restore listed 
salmon alone.  It is wrong to expect it to shoulder all the consequences and responsibility for impacted 
species while exempting harvest and hatcheries. Record numbers of salmon are returning since counting 
began in 1938. 

 NOAA Fisheries note that the Snake River Dams have no effect on Puget Sound Orcas. Having an abundance 
of salmon are key to Orca survival, and salmon restoration efforts have helped their survival. 

 

AT ISSUE 
Support a water policy for a growing economy that includes both municipal and agricultural uses, and further 
recognizes a water right as a property right. The use of current water right “relinquishment” statutes and beneficial 
use policies must be changed to better represent the interests of water right holders. There needs to be greater 
flexibility in the use of water rights, where relinquishment (or de facto relinquishment) does not become an issue.   
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WASHINGTON STATE SENATE – NEW MEMBERS 
November 8, 2016 - General Election Results 

Not Official Until Certified by the Secretary of State 
 
 

Building/Room & Phone for Representatives elected into the Senate will be updated when new assignments are made. 
INB = Irv Newhouse Building / JAC = J.A. Cherberg Building / LEG = Legislative Building 

 

Palumbo, Guy  
District 1 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7477 (SDC) 
Email:  guy.palumbo@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Hawkins, Brad  
District 12 
(R)  
Building/Room:  LEG 122G 
Phone: 786-7832 
Email:  brad.hawkins@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Walsh, Maureen  
District 16 
(R)  
Building/Room:  JLOB 420 
Phone: 786-7836 
Email:  maureen.walsh@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Wilson, Lynda  
District 17 
(R)  
Building/Room:  JLOB 418 
Phone: 786-7994 
Email:  lynda.wilson@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Hunt, Sam  
District 22 
(D)  
Building/Room:  LEG 438B 
Phone: 786-7992 
Email:  sam.hunt@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Van De Wege, Kevin  
District 24 
(D)  
Building/Room:  LEG 434A 
Phone: 786-7916 
Email:  kevin.vandewege@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Zeiger, Hans  
District 25 
(R)  
Building/Room:  JLOB 468 
Phone: 786-7968 
Email:  hans.zeiger@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

      

 

Wellman, Lisa  
District 41 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7477 (SDC) 
Email:  lisa.wellman@leg.wa.gov 
 
 

       



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - NEW MEMBERS 
November 8, 2016 - General Election Results 

Not Official Until Certified by the Secretary of State 

 
 

JLOB = J.L. O’Brien Building / LEG = Legislative Building 

 

Kloba, Shelley  
District 1 (2) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  shelley.kloba@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Graves, Paul  
District 5 (2) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  paul.graves@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Volz, Mike  
District 6 (1) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  mike.volz@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Steele, Mike  
District 12 (2) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  mike.steele@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Jenkin, William (Bill)  
District 16 (1) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  bill.jenkin@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Kraft, Vicki  
District 17 (1) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  vicki.kraft@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Walsh, Jim  
District 19 (1) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  jim.walsh@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Dolan, Laurie  
District 22 (1) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  laurie.dolan@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - NEW MEMBERS 
November 8, 2016 - General Election Results 

Not Official Until Certified by the Secretary of State 

 
 

JLOB = J.L. O’Brien Building / LEG = Legislative Building 

 

Doglio, Beth  
District 22 (2) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  beth.doglio@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Chapman, Mike  
District 24 (1) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  mike.chapman@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

McDonald, Joyce  
District 25 (2) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  joyce.mcdonald@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Pellicciotti, Mike  
District 30 (1) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  mike.pellicciotti@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Reeves, Kristine  
District 30 (2) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  kristine.reeves@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Fortunato, Phil  
District 31 (2) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  phil.fortunato@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Koster, John  
District 39 (2) 
(R)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7791 (HRC) 
Email:  john.koster@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      

 

Macri, Nicole  
District 43 (1) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  nicole.macri@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

      



HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - NEW MEMBERS 
November 8, 2016 - General Election Results 

Not Official Until Certified by the Secretary of State 

 
 

JLOB = J.L. O’Brien Building / LEG = Legislative Building 

 

Stonier, Monica Jurado  
District 49 (2) 
(D)  
Building/Room:  Not Assigned 
Phone: 786-7181 (HDC) 
Email:  monica.stonier@leg.wa.gov 
 
 
 

       



2017 WASHINGTON STATE 
SENATE LEADERSHIP 

Lieutenant Governor Cyrus Habib, President of the Senate- 786-7700 
Senator Pam Roach, President Pro Tempore - 786-7660 

Senator Sharon Brown, Vice President Pro Tempore- 786-7614 
Hunter G. Goodman, Secretary of the Senate - 786-7550 

Pablo (Paul) G. Campos, Deputy Secretary of the Senate - 786-7501 

SENATE CAUCUS OFFICERS 

MAJORITY COALITION CAUCUS 
Majority Leader Mark Schoesler - 786-7620 

Majority Caucus Chair Randi Becker - 786-7602 
Majority Floor Leader Joe Fain - 786-7692 
Majority Whip Barbara Bailey - 786-7618

Majority Caucus Deputy Leader John Braun - 786-7638 
Majority Caucus Vice Chair Jan Angel - 786-7650 

Majority Assistant Floor Leader Jim Honeyford - 786-7684 
Majority Assistant Whip Mark Miloscia - 786-7658 

DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 
Democratic Leader Sharon Nelson - 786-7628 

Democratic Caucus Chair John McCoy - 786-7674
Democratic Caucus Vice Chair TBD

 Democratic Floor Leader Marko Liias - 786-7640
Democratic Assistant Floor Leader TBD

 Democratic Whip TBD 
Democratic Assistant Whip Mark Mullet - 786-7608 

Deputy Minority Leader Andy Billig - 786-7604 



Thank You
2017 SPONSORS




